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Spin-isospin excitations in the A=58 mass region
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Lab. Tandar, CAC. Bs.As. Argentina, Department of Physics, University of La Plata,

c.c. 67 1900, La Plata, Argentina.
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The experimental information on spin-isospin excitations around the nucleus56Ni is analyzed by using isoscalar and isovector pairing
vibrations, Gamow-Teller modes, and their couplings.

Keywords: Spin-isospin excitations; isoscalar and isovector pairing vibrations; Gamow-Teller modes.

Este trabajo analiza la información experimental relacionada con excitaciones dependientes del espı́n y del isoesṕın en nucleos alrededor de
la doble clausura A=58.

Descriptores: Excitaciones espı́n-isoesṕın; vibraciones de apareamiento isoescalares e isovectores; modos de Gamow-Teller.

PACS: 03.65.Fd; 42.50.-p; 42.50.Hz

1. Introduction

The experimental study of nuclear spin-isospin responses to
charge-exchange reactions has received considerable atten-
tion during recent years. These experiments are particularly
relevant for studies of specific nuclear spin-isospin dependent
processes, like neutrino induced reactions and exotic electro-
weak decays. The (3He, t) and(p, n) reactions are the obvi-
ous choice to explore spin-isospin dependent excitations and
they have been used as experimental tool for large scale nu-
clear structure studies. A recent study [1] shows the existence
of four T = 1, I = 1 low-lying states and a high lying spin-
dipole resonance.

From the point of view of nuclear structure models, the
collectivity of spin dependent modes was studied in the
framework of nuclear vibrations [2]. This description is sim-
ilar to the one applied to the description of electric multi-
pole excitations and it allows for the introduction of spin
dependent collective variables. In this context, spin-isospin
dependent excitations are described as linear superposition
of particle-hole (two-quasiparticle) proton-neutron configu-
rations. The detailed identification of the excitations in terms
of their spin-isospin structure turns out to be rather diffi-
cult. Similar problems are encountered in shell model calcu-
lations, which are unable to reach the high energy region of
the charge-exchange and (3He, t) spectra [3]. This paper an-
alyzes the available experimental information for small spin
S and isospinT states in nuclei near closed shells.

In the present work: i) we review the evidence concern-
ing pairing vibrations; ii) we extend the analysis to study the
properties of states which may be interpreted either as mem-
bers of isoscalar pairing multiplets or as Gamow-Teller exci-
tations of closed shells.

2. Formalism

The details of the formalism are presented in Ref. 4. Here-
with we discuss briefly the essentials of the formalism. We

identify the vacuum state| 〉 as the double-closed shell nu-
cleus56Ni with isospinT =0. Fermion excitations are cre-
ated either by application of proton (neutron) creation (an-
nihilation) operators. We take into account three boson de-
grees of freedom, labelled by the angular momentumI, M ,
the isospinT, Tz and the transfer numberα = 0,±1. The
quantum numberν orders the states with the previous labels
in common. The phonon creation operators are denoted by
Γ+

IM,TTz,α,ν and the corresponding energies byωITα
ν . We

assume that the dominant coupling scheme is given by the
isovector pairing phonons (I = 0, T = 1, α = ±1). This
picture has been successfully confronted with the experimen-
tal data, both in concerning the energies and cross sections
seen in two-particle transfer reactions (see Ref. [5]).

On top of this basic structure we locate theI=1 phonons,
either isoscalar pairing (T = 0, α = ±1) or Gamow-Teller
(T = 1, α = 0). As in Ref. 5, we have collected the empir-
ical evidence concerning the energies for the isovector pair-
ing coupling scheme. Single particle energies are obtained
as average values from the excitation spectra in57Ni and
57Cu. The one-phonon statesΓ+

00,1(−1),−1;1 andΓ+
00,1(−1),1;1

have similar energies, 2.34 MeV and 2.42 MeV, respectively,
by construction. The adopted values represent an average
over the values corresponding to different isotopes. Since the
Gamow-Teller interaction is repulsive, the GT-phonon has an
energy greater than the energy of the active single-paeticle
pair, that is:ω110

1 ≥ e(5/2)− + e(7/2)−=5.86 MeV. The clos-
est empirical candidate is the1+ state in56Co, at an energy
of 6.34 MeV. However, the model predicts two additional
I = 1,T = 1 states at similar energies: the two-phonon states
Γ+

1M,00,−1;1 Γ+
00,1(−1),1;1 |〉 and Γ+

00,1(−1),−1;1 Γ+
1M,00,1;1 |〉,

at energies 6.50 and 6.25 MeV, respectively. It is difficult
to distinguish between these possible interpretations through
the population of the states: the1+ state in60Co is popu-
lated by electron capture from56Ni or by charge-exchange
reactions from56Fe, thus favoring the GT assignment, but
also by means of (3He, p) and (α, d) transfer reactions on
54Fe and (d, α) reactions on58Ni, favoring the two-pairing
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phonon interpretation. Therefore, we have assigned the value
ω110

1 =7.00 MeV, which is consistent with Gamow-Teller
systematic. The evidence supports the vibrational descrip-
tion for the three isospin states constructed with non-identical
phonons in theA=56 system and for the statesT = 2 build
up with two identical phonons, inA=52 andA=60. How-
ever, the attractive interaction between proton and neutron
particles (holes) lowers the energy forT = 0 states in the
A = 52, 60 systems. The picture is quite symmetrical around
A = 56. The coupling scheme may be further tested through
the inclusion of odd-mass nuclei. The model reproduces,
within expectations, the experimental values of the energies,
their smooth mass dependence, the alternate sequence of the
angular momentaI = 7/2, 3/2 and the symmetry relative to
A = 56. As for the case ofT = 0, two-phonon states, there
is a decrease in energy for the lowest value ofT if the odd-
hole is coupled to the removal phonon or if the odd-particle
is coupled to the addition phonon.

Figure 1 shows the experimental information on two-
phonon states withIπ = 1+. Clearly, the data support the

FIGURE 1. Iπ = 1+ states states around A=56.The set of
quantum numbers of each phonon is given by the short notation,
ηα = Γ+(00, 1Tz, α, 1), ρα = Γ+(IM, 00, α, 1), with α = ±1,
respectively. The energies of the addition and removal isovector
pairing phonons (η) are shown for completeness, because they ap-
pear in the two-phonon1+ states. The experimental values of the
energy of the two-phonon states are denoted by the labelexp, while
the theoretical structure of the two-phonon states is indicated by the
labelη, ρ.

vibrational picture described previously. The energies
of the states which we have identified as two-phonons
(A=52,56,60) are indeed very similar to the ones given by
the sum of isovectorI = 0 and isoscalarI = 1 phonons in
A=54 andA=58.

To built-up a microscopical description, we assume sepa-
rable residual interactions of the form

HITα = − gITα

1 + δα0
P+

IM,TTz,αPIM,TTz,α (1)

whereP+ are pair operators with spinI, isospinT and trans-
fer quantum numberα, and solve Random Phase Approxima-
tion (RPA) equations to determine the frequencies and ampli-
tudes of the collective states.

The coupling pairing strengthsgIT (±1) are fixed from
the lowest states of the systems withA=54 and 58 withI=0
and 1, while the value of Gamow Teller strengthg110 is fixed
from the Gamow-Teller energyω110. Thus, the calculation is
parameter-free for all practical purposes. The RPA values of
the frequenciesωITα

ν and strengths of the verticesΞITα
ν are

given in Table I. Using these strengths we obtain the parame-
ters corresponding to the different roots of the RPA equations.
They are also listed in Table I.

3. Gamow Teller Transitions

The operator for allowed GT-transitions is written

Q1M =
〈j′||σ||j〉√

3
[b+

j′cj ]1M (2)

TABLE I. The parameters of the phonons entering in the calcula-
tion. The energies are in MeV.I, T are the angular momentum and
isospin of the states,α andν stand for the transfer and eigenvalue
indices, respectively. The statres are the solutions of the RPA equa-
tions, as well as the coupling constantsg and the vertex functionsΞ.

I T α ν gITα ωITα
ν ΞITα

ν

0 1 1 1 0.387 2.34 1.42

2 5.61 0.38

3 6.83 0.077

0 1 -1 1 0.402 2.42 1.52

2 15.38 0.69

3 18.55 0.33

4 23.32 0.55

1 0 1 1 0.171 3.84 .50

2 5.32 0.21

3 6.38 0.092

4 6.89 0.036

1 0 -1 1 0.212 4.17 0.58

2 16.02 0.39

3 17.94 0.52

4 19.51 0.26

5 23.92 0.24

1 1 0 1 -0.272 7.00 0.53
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wherecj annihilates a neutron in the single particle orbitalj
andb+

j creates a proton in the single particle orbitalj. The
matrix elements of the GT operator to final states with good
isospin are

κA=〈Γ+
1M,00,1;ν |Q1M |0〉 (3)

κB=
1√
2
〈[b+

3
2−

c+
1
2−

]1M−[b+
1
2−

c 3
2−]1M |Q1M |0〉 (4)

κC , κD, κE=〈[Γ+
1,00,1;νΓ+

1,10,0;1]
1
M |Q1M |0〉 (5)

where|0〉 = Γ+
00,1(−1),1;1|〉.

In addition, we define the matrix elements

κF = 〈Γ+
1M,11,0;1Γ

+
00,1(−1),1;ν |Q1M |0〉

= −2 〈Γ+
1M,10,0;1Γ

+
00,10,1;ν |Q1M |0〉

κG = 2 〈Γ+
1M,10,0;1Γ

+
00,10,1;ν |Q1M |0〉 (6)

κH = 〈Γ+
1M,1(−1),0;1Γ

+
00,11,1;ν |Q1M |0〉

= −2〈Γ+
1M,10,0;1Γ

+
00,10,1;ν |Q1M |0〉,

and the linear combination

κT
Tz=0 = (1− rT )(κF + (−1)T

κH) + rT κG, (7)

whererT =〈10; 10; T0〉/2〈11; 1(−1); T0〉. The amplitude to
states with one GT phonon and one isovector pairing phonon
is

〈[Γ+
1M,1,0;1Γ

+
00,1,1;ν ]T0 |Q1M |0〉 = 〈11; 1(−1); T0〉κT

0 (8)

The amplitudes to final states[Γ+
1M,1,0;1 Γ+

00,1,1;ν=1]
T | 〉

include also the direct creation of the GT phonon (GT giant
resonance). This contribution is obtained by projecting over
states with good isospinT . Transitions to a final state com-
posed of two addition and one removal pairing phonons are
given by the matrix elements

κI = 〈
(
Γ+

1M,00,1;1Γ
+
00,11,−1;1|0〉

)
|Q1M |0〉

κJ = 〈
(
Γ+

1M,00,−1;1Γ
+
00,11,1;ν |0〉

)
|Q1M |0〉 (9)

In both cases the matrix elements to states with good isospin
are obtained by multiplying them by the proper Clebsh-
Gordan coefficient

κT
I,J = 〈11; 1(−1); T0〉κI,J (10)

Our results are not restricted to cases such that the ener-
gies of the initial and final states are much smaller than the
frequency of the giant resonance, for which the notion of ef-
fective charges may be applicable. This may not be the case
for Gamow-Teller transitions, since intensities are exhausted
within a single shell. The collective form of the GT opera-
tor is

(Q1M )coll = −Ξ110
1

g110

×
(
Γ+

1M,11,0;1 − (−1)MΓ1(−M),1(−1),0;1

)
. (11)

4. Results and Discussions

We illustrate the treatment through the reaction (3He,t) on
58Ni. The target nucleus is represented by the one-phonon
isovector pairing state|0〉 ≡ Γ+

00,1(−1),1;1| 〉.
The states populated by the action of the GT operator

Q1M on the ground state of58Ni are described as one phonon
states, two particle states, two-phonon states (one GT phonon
and one pairing phonon (either isoscalar or isovector)), and
three pairing (two addition-one removal) phonons. The pre-
dicted values of the matrix elements connecting the ground
state with these states are given in Table II. The definitions of
κi are given in Eqs. (3)-(6) and (9).

The population of low lying states of58Cu is calculated
using the matrix elements listed in Table II. The results are
shown in Table III. In order to facilitate the comparison with
experiments, true excitation energiesE(i, A, T ) are used in
this table.

The last two columns in Table III are obtained by squar-
ing the corresponding matrix elements of Table II for transi-
tions to a single (isoscalar) phonon or two-particle states. The
square of the sumκC + κD + κE is used for the population
of the isoscalar pairing plus GT state. For the population of
the isovector pairing plus GT phonons we use the expression

〈11, 1(−1); T0〉2
((

Ξ110

g110

)2

− 2
Ξ110

g110
κT

0

)
, (12)

where theκT
0 are obtained through the transformation (7). In

(12) we have neglected the square ofκT
0 on the grounds that

it should be a second order correction to the leading term, and
there are other neglected contributions of this same order.

TABLE II. Model energies and GT matrix elements to excited states
with good isospin projectionTz. Only amplitudes yielding inten-
sities larger than 0.01 are included. The energies are given with
respect to the ground state of56Ni. The contributions are labelled
as it is described in the text (see the definitions of the matrix ele-
mentsκi

Contribution ν Energy[MeV ] (κi)bare (κi)ren

A 1 3.84 1.21 0.83

2 5.32 0.35 0.22

B 5.81 0.27 0.16

C 1 10.84 0.016 0.026

D 1 10.84 0.172 0.280

E 1 10.84 0.158 0.257

F 1 9.34 -0.152 0.501

G 1 9.34 0.444 -0.948

H 1 9.34 0.021 -0.105

Rev. Mex. F́ıs. S53 (6) (2007) 17–21
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TABLE III. The predicted population of final states in58Cu through the reaction (3He, t) on 58Ni. The predicted “true” excitation energies
E(i, A, T ) are in MeV). Only contributions larger than 0.01 are considered.

final state|u〉 ν T E(i, A, T ) |〈u|Q1M |0〉bare|2 |〈u|Q1M |0〉ren|2
Γ+

1M,00,1;ν | 〉 1 0 0.0 1.47 0.69

2 0 1.48 0.12 0.05
1√
2

(
[b+

3
2−

c+
1
2−

]1M − [b+
1
2−

c 3
2−]1M

)
| 〉 1 3.69 0.07 0.03

[Γ+
1,1,0;1 Γ+

1,0,1;ν ]1M | 〉 1 1 8.72 0.12 0.32

[Γ+
1M,1,0;1 Γ+

00,1,1;ν ]T | 〉 1 0 7.20 0.79 1.63

1 1 8.92 1.59 2.59

1 2 12.36 0.96 0.65

5.12 5.96

FIGURE 2. Intensities of the GT transitions to one and two-phonon
states.The values on the left hand side of each entry (black boxes)
are the un-renormalized results and the ones on the right hand side
(open boxes) are the results of the renormalization.

The renormalization yields sizeable reductions to predic-
tions for populating states lying below the GT resonances
and corresponding increases in the predictions for states ly-
ing above this resonance. The amount of reduction for low
lying states reproduces the empirical valueeeff ≈ 0.7e used
in the literature. However, no single effective charge could
have been used for the comparison between intensities within
a broader range of energies.

In addition to the populated states according to Tables II
and III, the model predicts strong excitations of three phonon
states of the form

Γ+
1M,00,1;ν [Γ+

00,1,−1;1 Γ+
00,1,1;1]

T | 〉
and (13)

Γ+
1M,00,−1;1 [Γ+

00,1,1;ν Γ+
00,1,1;1]

T | 〉
at 6.46 and 6.71 MeV, respectively. Unfortunately, it is not
possible to calculate the magnitude of the relative intensities
because of accidental degeneracies in the denominators, a fa-
tal flaw of perturbation theory.

From the results of Table III, the calculated distribution
of intensities shows isolated states below 5 MeV and a broad
distribution from 7 MeV to 12 MeV. The appearance of the
broad distribution can therefore be explained as the result of
the excitation of two-phonon states. The relative intensities
of transitions to states belonging to these two energy regions
are, roughly, in a ratio of 1:2 (un-renormalized matrix ele-
ments) or 1:6 (renormalized matrix elements). These features
resemble those of the available data below 12 MeV (see Fig.
2). Above this energy there are spin-dipole, negative parity,
excitations not considered in the present calculation.

Concerning the comparison between present and shell
model calculations, it is worth mentioning that the two peaks
structure found in the experiments, at 3.5 and 5.0 MeV, could
correspond to our two predicted states in Eq.(13), which are
absent in shell model results [3].

5. Conclusions

In this paper we have studied the response of58Cu to spin-
isospin probes. The ground state of58Cu was interpreted as
the low-lying one-phonon isovector pairing excitation of the
double closed shell nucleus56Ni. The validity of the isoscalar
and isovector pairing vibrational model, was tested against
the low lying spectrum of even and odd-mass nuclei around
the double-closed shell, for states of one and two phonons
(even-mass nuclei) and one and two phonons coupled to ac-
tive single-particle states. To this picture we have added

Rev. Mex. F́ıs. S53 (6) (2007) 17–21
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Gamow-Teller excitations and the coupling between the dif-
ferent modes of excitation.

The calculation of energies and transition probabilities
has been performed perturbatively, with vertices extracted
from the phenomenological analysis and within the frame-
work of the RPA. The transitions induced by the action of the
spin-isospin probe were studied by assuming both Gamow-
Teller and pairing phonons in the final state. The method has
the potential to go beyond the shell model approach since
states with up to seven particles and five holes have been in-
cluded in the calculation. The procedure allows to calculate
explicitly renormalization effects, which cannot be accounted

for by using the same effective charge for all energies. Al-
though the detailed comparison with data may be hampered
by accidental numerical instabilities in the perturbative calcu-
lation of some of the states belonging to the high-energy por-
tion of the spectrum, we are confident about the importance
of the inclusion of pairing degrees of freedom in conjunction
to Gamow-Teller excitations.
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